Down The Memory Lane
Former Directors at NIUA
On 25 June 2021 NIUA is commemorating its 45th Anniversary. To recognise this milestone, we have recorded video messages from our former directors and Governing Council members. They have played a significant role in the evolution of NIUA. To watch complete videos, click here.

Message from Prof. Om Prakash Mathur
Former Director, NIUA
“NIUA has come a long way...today NIUA is a valued partner of MoHUA and various arms of the Government of India in planning and designing urban policies.” To watch complete video, click here.

Message from the Director NIUA
2021 marks the completion of 45 years of NIUA’s relentless pursuit of sustainability and inclusiveness in cities across India. While we are going through this global health crisis, we must reflect on our past, but more importantly, focus on the future.

I feel privileged to pay tribute to the many remarkable people associated with NIUA and their significant achievements that have made NIUA what it is today—a premier national organisation focusing on the urban sector. I am the 10th Director of NIUA, the organisation where I started my professional journey many years ago. NIUA has produced a large number of urban professionals who are now spread across the country, contributing to India’s urban development.

NIUA has consistently accomplished the purpose for which it was set up by the Government of India—to bridge the gap between urban research, practice, and policy. It has also become the first port of call for national and international agencies wishing to work in the urban sector in India. NIUA has played a key role in shaping and driving the urban narrative of India, as part of the National Commission of Urbanisation, the drafting of the 74th Constitutional amendment, as secretariat to the High Power Expert Committee (HPEC) for Urban Infrastructure, policy and advocacy support to the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs in conceptualization and rolling out of various urban flagship missions.

NIUA has established its credibility through its hands-on approach leading to successful conclusion of projects and hand-holding initiatives in states and cities across India. Our publications, knowledge products, capacity building and networking-initiatives are used across the country, and these efforts have contributed towards bringing the three tiers of urban governance closer.

Our motto for NIUA is RISE, which stands for Result and impact oriented, innovative and inclusive, Scalable and sustainable, Engaged and ever-evolving!

NIUA has been contributing towards positioning India and its unique urbanism in the global development agenda. I have always believed that cities have the potential to change people’s lives for the better and make this planet a happier home for them. NIUA, with its team of brilliant people, will continue to reinforce its niche as a thought leader and an urban knowledge-hub for unpacking this potential for the cities to become smart, inclusive, safe, and resilient.

Hitesh Vaidya

Join us for Anniversary Events

25 June 2021
4:15 PM
Commencing 45 Years of Contribution Towards India’s Urban Transformation

23 June 2021
10:30 AM
Strategy Meet for Capacity Building on Multi-Governance Solutions: Consultation Meeting for Partnership with Multi-Tracking Institutions

23 June 2021
10:00 AM
Transforming Meeting on Rebalancing with the dynamic need of urban water and sanitation needs- Expert Panel for Water and Sanitation (DEPW)

24 June 2021
10:00 AM
SCP/IP/ODI Webinar on "Formal and Informal: Twenty Years of Practice Learning from India’s Cities"

29 June 2021
10:15 AM
A strategy Launch of Institute Cities Centre

Launch of Knowledge Products:
A comprehensive compendium of policy and practices for environmental management
Towards smarter neighborhoods: Are we cities tackling noise pollution?
Urban farming: Growing across Urban Agglomerations
Crisis in urban India: Planning and Real Estate
Changes in land use and land use transitions of the Global South
Patterns and driving forces
Policy brief on "Cities as Drivers of Change"